1. **Approval of minutes from last meeting**

2. **Course Applications**

   Revisions
   T INFO 451 (see March 2011 Revisions)
   TINFO 552 (see March 2011 Revisions)

   New course applications
   THIST 356
   TESC 251
   TESC 495
   TCOM 340
   TWR 111

   Course Change Applications
   TNURS 414
   TNURS 451
   THIST 365
   THIST 478
   TWR 311

3. **1503 Revised program requirements for the major in Communication**

4. **1503 Environmental Studies Revision to TMATH 120 gpa requirement**

5. **1503 Writing Studies Creative Writing Track Revisions**

6. **1503 BA in Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences**

7. **Memo of correction requesting repeatable credits for TPOL S 496**

8. **Appointments for 2011/12**

9. **Other business**

10. **Adjourn**